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Tutte’s result for the number of planted plane trees with a given degree partition is rederived 
by a variety of methods and in particular by a simple piecewise construction technique. A 
theorem of Cordon and Temple is applied in order to give a general relationship between the 
number of planted plane trees and the number of rooted Platte trees and the degree partition 
restriction is generakd to type partition. The piecewise construction method is successfully 
used to derive the number of planted plane trees with a given 2-colour degree partition, a!so 
derived by Tutte, and an algorithm for the k-coloured case is developed. This algorithm may be 
used to obtain more specific results. These models are relevant to the statistical mechanics of 
polymers and this is discussed briefly. 
In 1964, Harary and Tutte [ 1] posed but left open the problem of enumerating; 
distinct rooted plane trees (Fig. 1) of a given degree position (Eq. (4) below). This 
enumeration, and others arising from it by various generalisations or restrictions, 
are important in statistical mechanics, where suitable proof methods have been 
developed in the last ten years, but where important problems of this type remain 
unsolved. We therefore give below a systematic account of three independent 
proofs of the solution to the above problem, together with a generalisation from 
degree partitions to type partitions, which solves a wider type of probiem arising 
in chemistry. Later we extend our approach in order to cover the problem of 
enumerating rooted plane trees of a given k-coloured degree partition. 
2. DeiwioJIs 
The points of a finite tree are assigned type-labels. Points of the same type i 
(i = 1,2,. . . , s) must have the same degree, but the converse is not necessary. Let 
Qi be the number and h the degree of i-type points in a given tree. Define the 
vectors a = (ai, a2, . . . , a,) and b = (b,, b2, . . . ,4) with 
The number of points x and the number of lines m of the tree are related thus: 
c ai = X =m+l. 
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Fig. 1. Two distinct rooted plane trees. The effect of the half-plane is to prevent cyrlic permutations of
the three branches sprouting from the root. A single such operation could transform the first tree into 
the second. 
It is well known that for any tree on x > 1 points, 
c aibi rx-2qypl. (3) 
A tree is rooted if one point has been designated as the root. A tree is plane if 
embedded in the Euclidian plane or half-plane. A roofed plane tree has its root 
embedded in the edge of a half-plane (Fig. 1). Two rooted plane trees are 
equivalent if and only if each can be transformed into the other by a homeomorphism 
of the half-plane into itself, which preserves incidence relations and type labels of 
points. A tree is planted if its root has degree one. 
The pair of vectors or ordered s-tuples (u, 6) defined above is called a type 
partition. If all the bi have distinct values, the type partition is equivalent to the 
partition of Tutte [2] now called a degree partition, v. The vector (cf. Fig. 2): 
0 = (v,, 02, - l l , v,) (4 
takes the place of the (I where ~]r is defined as the number of points of degree fi 
Note that the ai are strictly positive, but son?? d the vk may be zero; for 
convenience the number of vector components t in (4) is defined by requiring s# 0 
and v, = 0 for u > t. For a degree partition, o already contains all the information: 
Eq. (3) is replaced by 
(5) 
By re:rarding ordered s-tuples as vectors of s components at will, we can harness 
the notational device of vector exponentiation. Thus for two vectors y and z, 
having the same number of positive integer (or zero) components, we define 
Y" =oh y1, - l ’ 9 Yl, y,,. y2, ’ l l , y2, . . . , y,, ys, (6) 
\Illylll) b-*-J b-J 
2 1 components z2 components 
Note that the right hand side must be fully expanded, e.g. y: becomes 
Y 1, ~1, ~1, ~1 l It is important to express O3 as 0, 0,O and especially 3’ must be 
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suppressed and not expressed as l., Accordingly, the number C(y, z) of compo- 
nents of y’ is merely 
c(Y, d = c zi* (7) 
The commas eparating components ofa vector are simply ignored \;hen interpet- 
ing a vector as an ordered s-tuple, e.g. as a permutation or as a Priifer code (see 
below). 
The symmetry number of a free (unrooted) tree, i.e. the order of its automorph- 
ism roup, will be denoted by G, and the notation n! = nl! n,! l l l will be used. 
3.IMorems&ndeoNDlky 
TlMO~Ih 77te number of distinct rooted plane trees with d given type partition 
((I,W is 
T(a, b) = 2(m!)/o! (9 
for all (a, bj obeying Eq. (3) and trivially zero otherwise. 
CW&QL The number of distinct rooted plane trees with a given degree partition u 
is 
T(o) = 2(m!)/o! (9) 
for all iu obeying E$ (5) and trivially zero otherwise. 
3.1. First proof 
The corollary is proved first, and the general ascent from the corollary to the 
theorem shown subsequently. 
Using Lagrange’s formula for the inversion of a (generating) function, Tutte [2] 
showed that the number of distinct planted plane trees with a given degree 
partition is 
T,(u) = (m - l)!/(u, - l)! v2! uj! l l l us!. W) 
But the following general result 
substituted in (lo), immediately gives (9). 
The general result (11) follows as a corollary of a simple theorem by Gordon 
and Temple [3] which states that the number of non-equivalent rooted plane trees 
isormorphic with any given tree, subject to the isomorphism mapping a specified 
point, r, say, of the tree into the root, is 
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where fr is the degree of point r and bk (=fk - 1) ranges over all points of the tree 
(not merely over disrinct b-values which occur). 
Eq. ( 12) is proved by labelling-and-dlelabelling: adfix new distinct labels t = 
192 ?-**Y x to the x points (say) of any given tree, and similarly to the points of 
the isomorphic rooted plane trees, such that the L-labelling is preserved under 
the isomorphism. The number T,” of distinct L-labelled rooted plane trees is 
clearly 
7-:=f,nbk!. (13) 
k 
(The fi branches pointing u.n from the root can be permuted in &! = f,b,! wavs, 
while tht: bk branches pointing up from a non-root point k can be permuted in bk ! 
ways. The total number fr IIbk ! of such permutations all yield distinct rooted 
plane trees, because the points are distinctly L-1abeLcd.) The L-labels are now 
removed from the set of Tf- distinct trees. The members of the set will no longer 
be all distinct, if the free tree has symmetries (G > 1). In fact, every member of 
:Ks set will then be one of exactly G members of an equivalence class which have 
become mutually indistinguishable by the removal of the L-labels. This proves 
that 
T, = 7-;/G (14) 
for any tree, and hence Eq. (12) follows from (13). 
Summing r over all the x points of the tree, Eq. (14) gives the total number of 
rooted plane trees 
T = 2mn bk!/G, (1% 
k 
while summing r only over the tjl points of degree 1, Eq. (14) gives the number of 
planted plane trees 
isomorphic with any given tree. Dividing the last equation into the preceding one: 
T = 2mT,lv,. (17) 
Eq. (11) is obtained by summing (17) over all trees with a given degree partition o 
(for which u1 and 1?2 (Eq. (5)) are constants). This completes the proof of the 
Coroilary (9). 
To extend the proof to the Theorem (8), there is nothing tc prove unless there 
is ;lt least one degree such that more than one type of point has that degree. 
Consider then, the refinement of a degree partition which splits the number of 
points vi oh’ degree i into more than one type. Let Uii denote the number of points 
of degree I. and type j, so that 
c aij = Vi (18) 
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On any one rooted plane tree, there are now vi !/Ui I! tq2! l l * (EVi !/Ui !) ways of 
assigning the ql type-labels to points of degree i and type 1, ai type-labels to 
points of degree i and type 2, etc. Each of these assignments leads to one distinct 
rooted plane tree. Thus applying the same argument for all degrees i which occur 
in the tree: 
T(a, 6) = T(rr)rJ!/a! (19) 
which proves the Theo m (8) from its Corollary (9). 
3.2. &?COlUf QTOOf 
It is well known that Cayley’s formula enumerating the number of distinct 
point-labelled trees can be proved using the so-called Priifer-code method 
[Moon 41. We shall refine this proof to incorporate the restriction of a given 
degree partition on the trees, and hence -by an argument analagous to that used 
in the first proof-extend the result to type partition. Next the effect on the 
enumeration of rooting the trees is established, and finally the point-labelling is 
removed to recover Eq. (8). 
We recall that the unique and unambiguous Priifer code of a point labelled tree 
on x points, labelled 1,2, . . . , x, is a vector of x-2 components which are 
positive integers sx. (The point labelled k will have degree fk, if and only if the 
integer k occurs exactly bk(=fk - 1) times among the vector components.) 
The restrictions of trees to a type partition (a, 6) can be economically handled 
in terms of the set of well defined (Eq. (6,7)) vectors 
rj.x = P 
(b-1 
j.x (20) 
Here pja denotes the jth permutation of x = (1,2, . . . , x) with j = 1,2, . . . , x!, 
and the permutations are numbered in arbitrary, but fixed, enumeration. Each of 
the x! vectors Q,= is an ordered (x - 2).tuple by Eq. (6) and (3), and is a valid 
Prefer code for a point-labelled free tree. If and only if all the 6i are distinct, i.e. u 
forms 8 degree partition, the x! vectors qmx fall into ~!/a! equivalence classes 
under permutation of components. Thus for degree partitions, these vectors 
furnish ~!/a! unordered (x - 2)-tuples. Each of these unordered (x - 2ktuples 
gives rise to 
TF(a, 6) =(x - 2)!/6! (21) 
distinct permutations of its components (or ordered (x -2)~tuples, or vectors). 
Thus altogether 
x! (x -2j! x! (m - I)! 
Tr’o,b’=~~=; br (22) 
. . . . 
distinct vectors are derivable by permuting the components of any of the vectors 
qx. Here u! = a,, a,! l l - a,. 1 (ranging over all s distinct types or degrees) and 
b! = bl! bz! l l l bx ! (ranging over all x points). Each of the T,(u, 6) vectors forms a 
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Fig. 2. For explanation see text. 
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distinct Priifer code, and thus Tf(a, 6) is also the number of c\istinct point-labelled 
trees with given degree partition. Although the argument of the proof fails unless 
all the 6d are distinct, the result of Eq. (22) is nevertheless true for type, partitions 
in general. This is proved by applying a refinement from a degree partition to type 
partitions for free point-labelted trees in full analogy to the treatment in Eq. (18) 
and (19) for rooted plane trees. 
The intermediate result of Eq. (21) represents the number Tf*(a, 6) of point- 
labelled trees, with given degree sequence, i.e. for which the degree of the point 
labelled k, for k = 1,2,. . ., x, is given in advance. This result was proved by 
induction by Moon [5] who pointed out the connection with Priifer codes. 
From the number T@, 6) of distinct point-labelled trees we pass to the number 
of distinct rooted plane point-labelled trees ‘I&z, b), say, with the same type 
partitio;l (ra, 6). The general formula (15) is true irrespective of the presence of 
the x distinct point labels, the s distinct type-labels, or any other labels: each free 
tree gives rise to 2mb!/G isomorphic rooted plane trees (though of course G will 
in general depend on the labelling). In fact, the presence of x distinct point labels 
ensures that G = 1 for each of the T+, 6) trees enumerated in (22), and so (15) 
gives 
T,(a, 6) = 2x! m!/a!. (23) 
Removing the x distinct point labels reduces the set of ‘&(a, 6) rooted plane 
point-labelled trees to the set of T(a, 6) distinct rooted plane trees. The removal 
of the labels requires division by x!, leading from (23) to the required result (8). 
3.3. Thirci proof 
A method of taking a given plane tree to pieces, and re-assembling it again, is 
illustrated in Fig. 2, with reference to the degree partition (6,3,O, 2) with 
x = 6 + 3 + 0 + 2 = 11 points (cf. Eq. (4)). In the top line, the given planted tree on 
the left is dissociated by cutting each line at its mid-point. 
Thus each of the original x - 1 = 10 lines produces two half-lines. Each of the 
10 tree-fragments on the right may be considered as a conventional tree, by 
agreeing that the free end of a dangling half-line counts as a point of degree one 
in the conventional tree. In row (a), the 10 conventional trees have been displayed 
again, in non-increasing order of number of half-lines. In the rows (b) to (m), we 
show how the original rooted plane tree can be reassembled in a sequence of steps 
each of which restores one of the cut lines from two half-lines by joining them. 
The plan of the proof is: by joining the half-lines in Fig. 2 pairwise in all the ways 
which we shall define, all distinct planted trees of the given tree partition will be 
produced u!/u, times. Counting the number of ways of joining the half-lines 
amounts to counting the number of independent choices at each of steps a) to 1). 
The number of choices for each step is displayed on the right of Fig. 2. 
Multiplying these together yields (x -2)! and correcting the overcount just 
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mentioned, it will folllow that there are 
T-=(x-2)! UJU! (24) 
distinct planted trees of the given degree partition, and similarly for any other 
degree partition. Substituting (24) in (17) will furnish the proof of Corollary (9). 
The proof of the more general Theorem (8), i.e. for degree partitions refined to 
type partitions, proceeds exactly similarly. The only change is in the overcount 
which becomes @!/a, in place of u!/u,. Theorem (8) then follows from the obvious 
generalisation of ( 17): 
T(a, 6) = 2mT,(a, 6)/a,. (25) 
Having outlined the plan of the proof, we pass to the almost obvious details. The 
x - 1 pairs of half-lines are seen to be reconnected (by the arrows shown with 
broken lines) successively, one per row (a) to (l), until the original planted tree is 
complete again in row m. For making the reconnections in a systematic order, the 
root point is set aside on the left for the final step. This root point carries its 
half-line pointing upwards, and throughout the process of disconnection and 
reconnection, the directions of all lines and half-lines preserve their original 
directions in the plane of the paper. The x - 2 half-lines which point upwards but 
are not incident on the root, are seen numbered 1,2, . . . ,9 (=x - 2) from left to 
right, and the reconnections are made in this sequence. Each successive upwards- 
pointing half-line receives in turn a connection to a downward-pointing half-line, 
which is lifted up to it as indicated by the arrow. 
‘ihe number of trees diminishes by one from each row to the next. All existing 
downward-pointing half-lines are available for reconnection in each line, with one 
exception: the one at the base of the tree which carries its upward-pointing mate 
(because cycles are not to be formed). This fully explains the number of choices 
indicated on the right of the diagram. The overcount is explained as follows. Xf all 
the (x - 2)! planted plane trees are constructed by exercising all the options just 
explained, each tree will be generated N, times, say. NU is found as the number of 
non-decreasing degree sequences of the x -2 non-root points, if they are all 
labelled distinctly, viz. 
N, = (u, - l)! u,! u;! l l . . 
If the degree partition is refined into a type partition, the result is clearly 
N, = (a, - l)! a,! a,! l l l . 
(26) 
(27) 
The number of distinct rooted plane trees with a given type or degree partition 
may, of course, be found directly by not restricting the degree of the root in the 
above method. 
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4. Further genedisations 
Even those concerned with problems arising directly from applications, cannot 
afford to be indifferent o the techniques whereby solutions to their problems are 
proved. The first proof given above rests on the prior proof by Tutte of Eq. (10) 
by means of Lagrange expansion, and therefore ostensibly cn analysis. In 1781, 
C. F. Hindenburg I[61 wrote: Analysis ostendit, quae sunt agenda; ars com- 
biratoria quomodo sint agenda (analysis hows what to do and i ombinatorics how 
to do it). This approach leads to the programme, now in full swi.lg, of eliminating 
analytical methods from combinatorial proofs. The Lagrange ex;Jansion forrnu1a 
was traditionally proved by complex variable analysis [7], though Bromwich [8] 
showed how simple it became when restricting the analysis to real variables. Very 
recently, Tutte [9] showed how to derive by pure combinatorial rlethods Good’s 
multivariate generalisation of Lagrange’s formula, again originally obtained by 
complex variable analysis [lo]. Tutte’s summary of hi:; papeA simply reads thus: 
“In the theory of combinatorial generating functions OKZ can use the differential 
calculus without limits, and almost without limit”. 
The proofs numbered two and three above are purely combinatorial. Number 
two has the merit of being an extension of well-established procedures, while 
proof three may appear of an ad hoc kind. Nevertheless, proof three, most 
directly developed from the “chemical” approach to the synthesis of graphs, is the 
one that is most naturally generalised in the direction suggested by Tutte himself, 
viz. enumerating trees with points coloured so that adjacent points have different 
colours. For the case of 2 colours, he showed that the number of planted plane 
trees is (in our notation): 
Here x1 is the number of points, including the root, which share the first colour, 
and x2 the number of points of the second colour and vtl is the number of points 
of degree one and of the first colour. (Tutte gave the restrictions (corresponding 
to equations (2) and (3) on the pair of values (x,, x2) for which (28) is valid; in all 
other cases TP,2(u) is zero). Eq. (28) is proved by an immediate extension of the 
third proof above. The number of choices for half-lines pointing up from points 
bearing the second colour to be reconnected with lines pointing down from points 
bearing the first colour is (x, - l)! altogether; the remaining connections give rise 
to (x2- l)! choices. Thus (x, - l)! (x2 - l)! takes the place in (28) of (x - 2)! in Ey. 
(24), and the rest of the proof is unaffected. We note the immediate xtensi.on of 
(28) to the enumeration of rooted planar trees with two colours T2, by use of Eq. 
( 17) with u1 replaced by v1 l. The legitimacy of this replacement is easily checked 
because we can replace ul by ul l at will by restricting the summation in arriving at 
Eq. (16). Thus 
T2 = 2m(x, - l)! (x, - l)!/u! (29) 
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where the number of lines of the tree is 
m=xl+x,-l. (30) 
J3oth (28) and (29) apply to bicoloured trees of given type partitions, after 
replacing o by u. In this case, each point in the tree carries a type-label and a 
colour-label. Points of given type-label have the same degree, but points of the 
same degree may bear different type-labels; two points of the same colour-label 
are not adjacent. 
Tutte was able to write down equations for enumerating planted trees with k 
vertex colours, and solved them explicitly only for k = 2. He remarked that 
undoubtedly the equations could be solved for k > 2 by using the multi-variate 
Laigrange xpansion formula of Good. However, even for k = 3 the calculation 
seemed fairly heavy, but see [l 11. 
The simple combinatorial proof for the case k = 2 derived in this section is also 
resistant to generalisation, but with the help of a fundamental emma, and an 
otherwise similar technique the problem can be attacked for any number of 
colours. 
5. AdditionaB definitions 
The terminology running through this paper is extended by suitably adapting 
some of the standard definitions used in graph theory. 
As usual an arc is incident on two vertices; but here a half-czrc is introduced 
which is incident on one vertex at one end and free at the other end (Fig 3). A 
def-graph (def-forest, def-tree) is a deficient graph (forest, tree) in that it contains 
one or more half-arcs. An in -half-arc is directed towards the vertex on which it is 
incident and an out-half-arc is directed away from that vertex. A rudical of degree 
f is a def-graph containing a single vertex and f half-arcs, all of which are out- 
half-arcs if the radical is acting as a root but otherwise there will be a 1 in-half-arc 
i 
b 
a 
0 
Fig. 3. A radical of ‘degree 5 and a segment. For explanation see text. 
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and f - 1 out-half arcs (Fig. 3). A sub-&f-graph of a given def -graph is obtained 
by deleting one or more of its half-arcs and all radicals of degree 0 so produced. 
A def-graph may be partitioned into components (of mutually disjoint, connected 
objects) just like ordinary graphs. A segment is a def-tree containing exactly two 
vertices, a and b say, an in-half-arc incident on a, an arc directed from a to b, and 
an out-half-arc incident on 6 (Fig. 3). 
A degree partition is a def-forest whose components are radicals of colour i 
say, completely specified by the forma1 vector: 
where uir is the number of radicals of colour i and degree fi 
Two degree partition parameters are calculated as follows: 
f xi = u’ir, 
f-1 
(32) 
4 = e Uif(f - 1). (33) 
f-1 
A k-coloured degree partition, TV, is the union of k distinctly coloured degree 
partitions. We note that for a tree with a given k-coloured degree partition, the 
constraint given in (3) and (5) generalises to 
(34) 
i==l i=l 
The cardinal@ of a set {A} will be denoted by IPII. 
The sequel is concerned entirely with fubelled coloured def-graphs. The funda- 
mental object of this kind is a k-coloured degree partition or def-forest, denoted 
by Ft, in which all out-half arcs and vertices bear distinct labels. Th’e arc-labelling 
is, of course, equivalent o embedding in the plane. 
From F$ all other objects of interest arise by the process of construction. 
Construction consists in identifying pairwise the free ends of one or more pairs of 
half-arcs in a labelled, coloured def-graph (usually F$) to create one or more arcs. 
Each such pair must involve on&n-half-arc of one colour and an out-half-arc of 
another colour. An arc retains the label of its constituent out-half-arc. 
We denote by (F3 and { Gs respectively the set of distinct def-forests and 
distinct def-graphs which can be constructed from a given Fi by the creation of 
exactly n arcs. 
6. Enumeration of def-forests 
It is easy to see that 
(35) 
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where 
and 
h = n -min[x;, u2, n] 
h3 = min[xa, M,, n] 
(36) 
(37) 
The corollary 
lG:l= IG:(x,, :y2, ~1, ~211 (38) 
signifies that IGj depends only on the parameters x1, x2, w1 and u2, and is 
otherwise invariant to changes in the detailed structure of F$ The invariance 
extends to 
as follows from the proof of the following fundamental lemma (J.A.T.). 
6.1. Lemma 
Rekztive to any Fi 
IF%,, ~2, ~1, u,>l= lG:b,, x2, ~1, ~424 
- ~1, ~2 IG:-2(x1- 1, x2- 1, ui - 1, u2- I)1 (40) 
h2 
c 
a2-crn+x,x, = 
a=h,-.l x1x2 
(41) 
6.2, Proof 
Relative to any Fz let {Sk,} be the subset of {GgJ whose components include 
exactly 1 circuits of total order 2t, and CI the cardinality of the set of def-forests 
which consist exactly of t segments, in which the first vertex is of colour 2, and 
which are sub-def-graphs of one member of {Gf). In particular 
CO = 1 (definition) (42) 
and obviously 
c, = U&. (43) 
Let {R,.I} be the set of distinct graphs which can be constructed by identifying the 
free ends of the t out-half-arcs of colour 1 pairwise with the free ends of the t in- 
half-arcs of colour 2 in a def-forest consisting exactly of t segments as defined, 
with the proviso that each graph so constructed should consist of 1 circuits of total 
order 2t. Then evidently 
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The recurrence relation 
I&+**11 = t I&l+ I&J-II (45) 
follows because an additional segment can be inserted into an arc-tabelled set of 2 
circuits of total order 2t in t distinct positions and additionally it may be 
constructed into a circuit of order 2 and added as a further component. 
By the principle of inclusion/exclusion 
IF:b, ~2, ~1, dl= i e;-2t&- t, x2- 2, u1- t, u2- t>l i (-1)’ IStJl 
t-0 I-O 
(46) 
where by definition 
Is0.d =m 0 (47) 
(a Kronecker delta) and t* is the maximum number of segments which may be 
contained in a sub-def-forest of the given F$ and is given by 
t” = min[(x, - II~~), [$n]] (4% 
where [$rl means the integral part of $n. Let 
N.. = f (-1)’ I&l. (49 
I=0 
Combining (44) and (49) 
t+l 
N t+l = G+1 c WY R+r.J* 
110 
Since 
l~t+~l=IR-Il=o 
it follows from (45) and (50) that 
(50) 
61) 
N t+l = c;+h- 1) t (-1)’ lR,lI 
I=0 
or using (50) 
N t+l= Ct+At- l)Nt/ct. 
In particular using (42) and (43) 
N2 = C2( 1 - l)N,/u, u2 = 0 
so that conveniently 
N,=O for all 
Only two non-zero terms 
agree with those in (40), 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
2stet” (55) 
arise on the right of (46) and, using (42) a-id (43), these 
thus proving the lemma. 
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6.3. Application 
The number 7’kk of distinct labelled planted plane trees which may be con- 
structed from a given labelled def-forest .F& corresponding to a degree partition 
o, is clearly equal to the product of the number of such trees planted on an 
arbitrary radical of degree 1 and the number of radicals of degree 1. If an 
arbitrary root of degree 1 is selected and the corresponding degree partition is 
given the colour label 1 then, providing the constraint in (34) holds and using the 
2-colour solution of (28), it follows that 
Tkk = ( ) f vil (xl - I)! ul! )Fk-‘($ X3, l l l 5 &, 49 U3, l . . , Uk)J (56) iz 1 
where 
n= -xx,+ 1. (57) 
The number of distinct planted plane trees is then found by dividing by o! as 
usual. Thus 
T PA = (h - l)! ul! IF:-%,, X3, . . . , &, 242, 243, . . . , cr,)l/~!. (58) 
Putting k = 2 in (58) gives (28), except that the root colour is not restricted. 
Putting k = 3 and incorporating (41) we obtain 
T p,3= 
( > 
E Vi1 (Xl-l)! Ul! t “2-~~X~“‘X’ (xJ)( x2 
i=l a=hl-1 ix 18 - (Y 
) 
x(u3 
u3! r&2! 
-n+aj!(u2-a)! I 
u! (59) 
where hl and h2 are calculated on the basis of (36) and (37) 
For k ~3, Fk-’ can be calculated in a stepwise manner. n is partitioned into 
k-2 parts (n,,n,,..., t~~_..~) and nl arcs are constructed between vertices of 
colours 2 and 3. Arcs are then contracted away and all sections which were of 
colour 2 are now considere,d to be of colour 3, so that a new degree partition is 
formed with colour 3 and parameters X: and UT calculated as before. n, arcs are 
then constructed between vertices of colours 3 and 4 and the process is continued 
as above. 
The final result is 
TP.k =~lCVil)(xIs I)! Ul![ C K IF’,_,(xT, xi+19 ~7, Uj+l)l]/U! 
nl+n2+nk_2=n j”2 
(60) 
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where 
* xj = t k-4-2), (61) 
112 
u;c= i (4 - h-2), (62) 
i-2 
HO go. (63) 
Our manuscript prompted Jackson and Goulden to develop Lagrangian methods 
for “Chromatic trees and derived correspondences” [ll] and they found a 
polynomial form for TPak (cf. Eq. 60) 
k 
c % s-k+2 
T p.k =y C (S-i)! (-l)‘P, . i=O 
where 
S =-2+& 
i=l 
and pi is given by the generating function 
where 
The equivalence of (60) and (64) has been checked by computer, and a proof of 
(64), based on the principle of inclusion/exclusion and without Lagrange expan- 
sion, will be submitted separately. It remains to be seen how the various methods 
will cope with chemically significant variants of the above problem. It is already 
known that our method, leading to (60), may bSe straightforwardly adapted to 
cover one interesting restriction, namely the specification of the number of direct 
connections between vertices of types i and j say, correspon&;g to a specification 
of bond types in chemistry (see discussion). We understand that Jackson and 
Goulden are also applying the Lagrange method to chemically interesting variants 
of 
7. 
the k-coloured trees problem. 
s-k+2 
WY) = C piy’ = fi HJ-“(y) 
i=O j-l 
&q-l'(y) = min(fjol”‘(xj i I)( :)i! yi_ 
(64) 
(65) 
(661 
(67) 
The case k = 2 furnishes a realistic application for chemistry (e.g. “aiternating 
copolymers” in which chemical types alternate along any path through a 
molecule, as colours alternate along a path through a bicoloured graph). Chemis- 
try also suggests a practically important type of generalisation, in the form 
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restrictions of specific types imposed on tree partitions, of which the bicoloured 
trees would furnish only a very special case. 
The chemical problem (see Essam et al. [ 121) can be illustrated by the following 
fundamental example, first explained in chemical terms and then translated into 
graph-theoretical problems. If a fixed mass of methane is enclosed in a box at 
fixed temperature and pressure, what is the equilibrium composition of alkanes in 
this system (approached as t * b)? Assuming bond-additivity of free energies, the 
basic paradigm of Paul Flory (cf. [3]) is easily applied to give the answer. In this 
scheme, the statistical weight of a set of isomers is shown to be proportional to the 
number of rooted plane trees with the corresponding degree partition since this 
number can be directly related to the sum of the reciprocal symmetry numbers of 
the set of isomers (see Gordon and Temple [3]). (Of course, in the molecular 
graphs of alkanes, atoms are points and bonds are lines.) This Flory scheme gives 
a reasonable first approximation, but the higher approximations, widely used, call 
for the following graph-theoretical gentiralisation. 
A type partition of a given graph is simply regarded as a specification of the set of 
subgraphs S, of diameter zero of the graph, viz. the set of points together with 
their type labels. Colouring restrictions on enumeration of graphs amount to 
specifying the allowed set S1 of subgraphs of diameter unity; i.e. those subgraphs 
which are isomorphic with the complete graph K, on two points and whose points 
have different colour labels. An open more general chemical problem is to 
perform a weighted enumeration of rooted plane trees subject to the specification 
of the weight of S,, S1, . . . , S, (say), where Si is the set of possible subgraphs of 
diameter i. Failing a general solution of this type for r > 1, the special case of 
weights restricted to the specific values zero or one (as in colouring), is of some 
interest also. The parameter defines the so-called rth shell substitution effect (see 
Gordon and Parker [ 131). Eq. (8) solves the case r = 0 (subject to points of the 
same type having the same degree). Eq. (29) solves a class of problems belonging 
to r = 1. More general solutions are very desirable. Enumeration problems 
belonging to special cases for which r = 2 can be solved, with some labour, by 
extending the method of Gordon and Parker [13] which exploits the formalism of 
multi-type branching processes. 
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